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Junk DNA Revisited
Silicon Valley startup claims to have
unlocked a key to its hidden language

Thursday, November 21, 2002

Hal Plotkin, Special to SF Gate

When the human genome was first sequenced in June
2000, there were two pretty big surprises. The first was
that humans have only about 30,000-40,000
identifiable genes, not the 100,000 or more many
researchers were expecting. The lower -- and more
humbling -- number means humans have just one-third
more genes than a common species of worm.
The second stunner was how much human genetic
material -- more than 90 percent -- is made up of what
scientists were calling "junk DNA." The term was
coined to describe similar but not completely identical
repetitive sequences of amino acids (the same
substances that make genes), which appeared to have
no function or purpose. The main theory at the time
was that these apparently non-working sections of
DNA were just evolutionary leftovers, much like our
earlobes.
But if biophysicist Andras Pellionisz is correct, genetic
science may be on the verge of yielding its third -- and
by far biggest -- surprise.
In addition to possessing a doctorate in physics,
Pellionisz is the holder of Ph.D.'s in computer sciences
and experimental biology from the prestigious
Budapest Technical University and the Hungarian
National Academy of Sciences respectively -http://www.junkdna.com/plotkin.htm (1 of 10)2012.12.13. 12:11:58
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institutions that together have produced nearly a dozen
Nobel Prize winners over the years.
In a provisional patent application filed July 31,
Pellionisz claims to have unlocked a key to the hidden
role junk DNA plays in growth -- and in life itself.
Rather than being useless evolutionary debris, he says,
the mysteriously repetitive but not identical strands of
genetic material are in reality building instructions
organized in a special type of pattern known as a
fractal. It's this pattern of fractal instructions, he says,
that tells genes what they must do in order to form
living tissue, everything from the wings of a fly to the
entire body of a full-grown human.
Another way to describe the idea: The genes we know
about today, Pellionisz says, can be thought of as
something similar to machines that make bricks
(proteins, in the case of genes), with certain junk-DNA
sections providing a blueprint for the different ways
those proteins are assembled.
The notion that at least certain parts of junk DNA
might have a purpose appears to be picking up steam.
Many scientists, for example, now refer to those areas
with a far less derogatory term: introns.
Other investigators are also looking into introns from a
variety of perspectives. A group at UC Berkeley, for
example, recently won $14 million from the National
Institutes of Health to study the role introns might play
in cardiovascular disease. Other researchers have
begun looking at similar questions, with most focusing
on intron strands located near genes whose functions
are better understood. Scientists at UCLA, for
example, recently made a promising association
between what appears to be an intron abnormality and
spinocerebellar ataxia, which is similar to Huntington's
disease.
What makes Pellionisz' approach different is his
suggestion that fractals will be found to play a critical
http://www.junkdna.com/plotkin.htm (2 of 10)2012.12.13. 12:11:58
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role not only in these conditions but also in tens of
thousands of others that have not been studied yet. His
patent application covers all attempts to count,
measure and compare the fractal properties of introns
for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes.
"It's certainly possible that such a patent could be
granted," says C. Anthony Hunt, Ph.D., a holder of
nine patents who heads the Hunt Lab in the
Department of Biopharmaceutical Sciences and
Pharmocogenomics at the University of California at
San Francisco.
To win a patent, Hunt notes, all an inventor must do is
describe or teach some new skill that is not obvious.
"And this would certainly qualify as non-obvious," he
says. "If it works, [fractal intron analysis] could
become a very important tool."
Hunt adds that most biologists simply don't know
enough about fractals or the advanced math behind
them to understand how they might apply to the field
of genetic medicine.
"We need someone to tap us on the shoulder and
explain it to us," he says. "But if it clicks as a tool, we
would be more than happy to use it."
"Overall, we know very little about what is referred to
as 'junk DNA,'" he adds. "But every year that goes by,
there are more insights into the possible role they
might play."
Staking His Claim
Pellionisz hopes his patent application will help him
launch his company and make him one of the field's
key players. The provisional application lets him put
the words "patent pending" on any related creations for
one year, after which he must file a complete
application. Like other inventors, he's also free during
that time to disclose his concept through other means,
http://www.junkdna.com/plotkin.htm (3 of 10)2012.12.13. 12:11:58
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such as in professional journals or at scientific
gatherings.
In a move sure to alienate some scientists, Pellionisz
has chosen the unorthodox route of making his initial
disclosures online on his own Web site. He picked that
strategy, he says, because it is the fastest way he can
document his claims and find scientific collaborators
and investors. Most mainstream scientists usually
blanch at such approaches, preferring more
traditionally credible methods, such as publishing
articles in peer-reviewed journals. Scientists who don't
follow that tradition are usually treated with suspicion.
But Pellionisz' credentials and prior accomplishments
make him much harder to dismiss than the average
cyberspace sci-fi wacko.
A biophysicist by training, the 59-year-old is a former
research associate professor of physiology and
biophysics at New York University, author of
numerous papers in respected scientific journals and
textbooks, a past winner of the prestigious Humboldt
Prize for scientific research, a former consultant to
NASA and holder of a patent on the world's first
artificial cerebellum (a part of the brain), a technology
that has already been integrated into research on
advanced avionics systems. Because of his
background, the Hungarian-born brain researcher
might also become one of the first people to
successfully launch a new company by using the
Internet to gather momentum for a novel scientific
idea.
The Hidden Fractal Language of Intron DNA
To fully understand Pellionisz' idea, one must first
know what a fractal is.
Fractals are a way that nature organizes matter. Fractal
patterns can be found in anything that has a nonsmooth surface (unlike a billiard ball), such as coastal
seashores, the branches of a tree or the contours of a
http://www.junkdna.com/plotkin.htm (4 of 10)2012.12.13. 12:11:58
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neuron (a nerve cell in the brain). Some, but not all,
fractals are self-similar and stop repeating their
patterns at some stage; the branches of a tree, for
example, can get only so small.
Because they are geometric, meaning they have a
shape, fractals can be described in mathematical terms.
It's similar to the way a circle can be described by
using a number to represent its radius (the distance
from its center to its outer edge). When that number is
known, it's possible to draw the circle it represents
without ever having seen it before.
Although the math is much more complicated, the
same is true of fractals. If one has the formula for a
given fractal, it's possible to use that formula to
construct, or reconstruct, an image of whatever
structure it represents, no matter how complicated.
Basically, Pellionisz' idea is that a fractal set of
building instructions in the DNA plays a similar role in
organizing life itself. Decode the way that language
works, he says, and in theory it could be reverse
engineered. Just as knowing the radius of a circle lets
one create that circle, understanding the more
complicated fractal-based formula that nature uses to
turn inanimate matter into a heart might -- in theory, at
least -- help us learn how to grow a living heart, or
simpler structures, such as disease-fighting antibodies.
At a minimum, we'd get a far better understanding of
how nature gets that job done.
The complicated quality of the idea is helping
encourage new collaborations across the boundaries
that sometimes separate the increasingly intertwined
disciplines of biology, mathematics and computer
sciences.
Thinking about whether junk DNA has a purpose "is a
rather obvious question for scientists to ask," says UC
Berkeley mathematics Professor Jenny Harrison, a
world-renowned expert on fractals.
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When Harrison examined the strings of amino acids
involved, the idea that had also dawned on the
mathematically inclined Pellionisz, in addition to
several other theorists, immediately jumped out at her:
If junk DNA really is junk, some of it is certainly
organized in a pretty peculiar pattern, one that looks
amazingly like a fractal.
"This is a fractal form of nature that must stop at some
stage," Harrison says simply, adding that the fractal
pattern looks exactly like others that appear in nature.
She's been batting the topic around with Pellionisz
recently, and is continuing to think about it.
Pellionisz has been working on understanding the
possible linkages between math and physiology since
his earliest days as a college student in Hungary, when
he first decided to devote his life to understanding how
the brain works. It's that pursuit that has helped lead
him to his latest ideas, he says.
"When you consider how the brain tells the fingers to
pick up a pencil -- all the many different muscles
involved, the senses, vision, touch, the distances
involved, and how it is all managed by the brain -- you
quickly realize there has to be some form of math
involved to coordinate everything," he explains. "I
always knew from my earliest days that it had to be
math, and I knew it wasn't calculus, because of the
distances involved [e.g. from the brain to the tip of the
finger]. So it had to be a form of geometry, but it had
to be a very special kind of geometry."
Pellionisz has dubbed his new company Helixometry
Inc. The name ("helix" refers to the unique spiral
folded-over shape of the DNA molecule) alludes to
what he says is the fractal math at work inside DNA.
His theory is highly speculative. But there is at least
one other important piece of anecdotal evidence that
he might be on the right track: As organisms become
more complex, they seem to have more intron DNA.
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"It's not a perfect correlation," says UCSF's C.
Anthony Hunt, "but it is a trend. It's as if the more
advanced organisms had made a larger number of
steps to get to where they are now."
In other words, although people are made up of the
same basic stuff as other organisms, the instructions
for making a person should in theory be more
complex, which could account for the large amount of
intron DNA found in humans.
What's Next
While they remain generally cautious, a number of top
biomedical researchers and other scientists say
Pellionisz might be onto something really big.
Experts generally agree that a breakthrough in figuring
out the role junk DNA plays, if any, would represent a
spectacular advance in our understanding about how
DNA in general turns inanimate matter into living
organisms. If that happens, humanity would take a
giant leap toward gaining control of the machinery of
life itself, which would open up a wild new frontier in
medicine and science that could lead to everything
from growing new organs designed for specific
patients to preventing and curing any health- or agerelated problems that have a genetic origin or
component.
Pellionisz says his main goal is to set the stage for the
next and even more promising generation of research
into genetics. Given the fact that he may be the first
person to assert a patent on intron fractal counting and
analysis, it's also conceivable that Pellionisz could
wind up with related commercial rights worth billions
of dollars. If he's wrong, of course, any patent he
might receive will be worthless. And even if he's right,
he could have to contend with other inventors who
may also have recently filed similar patent claims that,
like his, have not yet been fully disclosed.
Meanwhile, Pellionisz has several additional patent
http://www.junkdna.com/plotkin.htm (7 of 10)2012.12.13. 12:11:58
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applications in the works that he says will build on and
further protect his original claims. At the same time,
he's also looking for the investments he says he needs
to move forward more quickly, including completing
his formal patent application by the deadline, as well
as ramping up his company's first commercial
applications, which other researchers would use.
Wary of all the startup horror stories Pellionisz has
heard, he's hoping to avoid working with a traditional
venture-capital company. Instead, he says he's looking
for a single "angel" investor, ideally someone
knowledgeable and connected in the biosciences and
database worlds who can help him develop his patent
portfolio and formulate a business plan that links his
efforts with those of some larger organization in a
related field. Pellionisz even has a short list of names
of specific people who he thinks would be ideal
partners at this stage. He is, he says, more interested in
building a successful company than in selling the idea
for a quick buck. Given the stakes, additional
competitors seem certain to join the fray.
It could be years, even decades, before the dust settles
and Pellionisz learns whether his patent application
has any real merit, as well as whether someone else
beat him to the punch with an earlier enforceable
patent claim.
"All I know is that I'm in a race," Pellionisz said last
week. "And the clock is already ticking."

[Comment by Dr. Pellionisz on March 21, 2010] The
above article appeared in the electronic version (SF
Gate) of the San Francisco Chronicle on Nov 21, 2002.
Today, over 7 years after introducing the concept that
"The genes we know about today, Pellionisz says, can
be thought of as something similar to machines that
make bricks (proteins, in the case of genes), with
certain junk-DNA sections providing a blueprint for
the different ways those proteins are assembled"
requires some explanation why it was filed to a US
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patent application, rather than the usual "peer reviewed
science publication". It was certainly not because Dr.
Pellionisz was not familiar with science publications,
having written well over 100 by that time. The reason
was that Dr. Pellionisz' "FractoGene" concept had its
origins with his 1989 paper "Neural Geometry;
Towards a Fractal Model of Neurons"; invoking a
recursion from proteins to DNA. At that time not only
Crick's (false) "Central Dogma of Molecular
Biology" (that mistakenly claimed since 1956 that
such recursion of information "never happens", but
also the "Junk DNA" erroneous theory by Ohno since
1972 still ruled. Moreover, both leading scientists still
lived and dominated genomics, and never in their life
recalled their mistaken axioms. Thus, the 1989
publication could only appear in the Proceedings of
the Coppenhagen meeting of the Neural Net
community (just breaking through with another
paradigm-shift from AI to Neural Nets), and peerreview was done by Neural Net pioneer colleagues to
whom such recursion was "taken for granted".
Moreover, published by Cambridge University Press
in the UK, the occasionally overbearing US scientists
could not prevent publication. Nonetheless, the
existing NIH grant to Dr. Pellionisz was discontinued,
and a new NIH proposal (acknowledged in the
publication) was flatly denied for the double lucid
heresy of violating both cardinal axioms of genomics.
Though Ohno passed away in 2000, Crick still lived in
2002 when Dr. Pellionisz conceived FractoGene (and
at odds with Crick also on the turf of Neural Nets,
where Dr. Pellionisz brought out his highly
mathematical "Tensor Network Theory" explaining the
space-time coordination of existing cerebellar neural
networks, while Crick attempted to explain
consciousness by theoretical biology without the
benefit of any mathematics at all) Dr. Pellionisz saw
zero chance that FractoGene would pass peer review
of the establishment. Thus, filing FractoGene to
USPTO served not for undue financial gains, but to
establish Dr. Pellionisz' priority - and perhaps to help
sustaining his efforts and that of his like-minded
colleagues. While it is unfortunate that the two
obsolete axioms set back genome informatics by half a
http://www.junkdna.com/plotkin.htm (9 of 10)2012.12.13. 12:11:58
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Century (1956-2006 when Dr. Pellionisz'
"International PostGenetics Society" officially
abandoned the misnomer "Junk DNA"), still one more
year was needed when the ENCODE results concluded
similarly. Answering Dr. Collins' call that "the
scientific community will have to re-think long-held
beliefs", Dr. Pellionisz could publish his peerreviewed paper "The Principle of Recursive Genome
Function"; specifying that the protein-to-DNA action
sets off a "fractal iterative recursion".

..
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The Decade of FractoGene: From Discovery to UtilityProofs of Concept Open Genome-Based Clinical Applications
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HolGen Technology, Inc.
Sunnyvale, Silicon Valley, California
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A Five Star Paper

Fractal Defects in the genome, repeat structural variants with
their largest example of Copy Number Variants clog the
functional transparency of the Hilbert-fractal of DNA. Clinical
applications ‘focus like a laser-beam‘ on diagnosis by
geometrical analysis, exact measurement of the efficacy of
therapies, as well as drug-targetable neutralization of Fractal
Defects.

Abstract
February 15, 2012 - exactly to the day of a decade
after the FractoGene discovery - a Guest of Honor Keynote
Lecture was delivered in Hyderabad, upon gracious invitation
by Prof. Govindarajan Ethirajan at the International
Conference on Systemics, Cybernetics and Informatics.
Copyright © 2012
Paper Identification Number: JAN12-02
This peer-reviewed journal paper has been
published by the Pentagram Research Centre (P)
Limited. Responsibility of contents of this paper
rests upon the authors and not upon Pentagram
Research Centre (P) Limited. Copies can be
obtained from the company for a cost.
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A 3-state lecture tour ensued (Bangalore, Hyderabad,
Trivandrum), brilliantly organized by domain expert
Ramanujam Venkata, to plant the seed for a global and
scalable business model of industrialization of genomics by
Silicon Valley California cooperating with ‘Silicon Valley‘ of
India. Proceedings here comprise the presented decade-young
science foundation by FractoGene with the first independent
experimental proof of concept announced at the time of the
lectures. Moreover, a public prediction was made at the talks,
proven to be correct here and now, that ‘further PoC-s would
appear in half a dozen or so major top papers in about 6
months‘. Now 30+ follow-ups document that fractal defects
are implicated not only in cancer but in a slew of genomeregulation diseases. Rapid progress also led to landmark
announcements. On one hand, ENCODE, first concluded in
2007, cleared the ground for a quantum leap in conceptual and
industrial advances by nullifying a fundamental axioms of
Genomics were finally rendered obsolete by September 6,
2012. On the other hand, since science abhors vacuum,
simultaneous replacement-concepts could fill the void by the
novel Springer publication of geometrical unification of
neuroscience and genomics in academia. Further, this author
announced the industrial breakthrough that FractoGene was
issued on Oct. 2nd 2012 by U.S. Patent Office No. 8,280,641
and thus a big picture opened looking to clinical applications,
especially where outsourcing of sequencing, sequence analysis
and clinical trials are economically advantageous; in BRIC
countries.

1. Introduction
Mathematics infiltrated biology at least since
Descartes (Descartes, 1629, see in Pellionisz et al. 2013). In
the 20th Century, the first major landmark was Biological
System‘s Theory (Ludwig von Bertalanffy, 1934). In modern
times, Cybernetics brought in the most basic mathematical
concept of ‘feedback‘ (Wiener 1948), but interestingly enough
in genomics this was preceeded by Schrödinger (1944) who
predicted that Life‘s code will be found encrypted in as
covalent Hydrogene bondings over an ‘aperiodical crystal‘ –
the crystal later was found to be wrapped around in the
‘double helix‘ core of DNA. It follows, that if life ‘is a
crystal‘, its defects like inclusions in a diamond cause
imperfections (breakage), genomic fractal defects manifest in
structuro-functional syndromes of pathology. What kind of
crystal, and how to find defects – as opposed to structural
variations of the genome due to human diversity? Interesting
theory, but (a) is there a ‘Proof of Concept‘?, (b) does it
deliver an ultimate goal of genomics, clinical applications?
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1.1 Timeline – ’The Decade of Uncertainty’ of Genomics
(2002-2012)
The Human Genome Program ended, according to
recollection of your choice, in 2000-2003. It was originally
planned for ‘gene discovery‘ over the entire DNA. Instead of
discovering an up to two million (!) expected ‘genes‘
(Kauffman, 1969), the results of the meager 20,000 or so
‘genes‘ actually found (REF) with 98% homologs in the
mouse DNA resulted in an earthquake-like series of massive
shakes rippling through the intellectual foundation of
genomics – even to a perhaps desperate advocacy of
‘Hypothesis-free Search for Genes‘ (Lander, 2000). In the
year of 2002, simultaneously but separately two cardinal
statements were made. LeRoy Hood (Hood et al. 2002)
announced that ‘genomics=informatics‘, and Andras
Pellionisz conceived the FractoGene ‘cause and effect‘
concept that ‘fractal genome governs fractal growth of
organelles, organs and organisms‘ (FractoGene reported by
Plotkin, 2002). In effect ‘System theory‘ mathematically
defined ‘Fractal Systems‘.
Fractals were already deeply rooted in Pellionisz‘
own research (Pellionisz, 1989) prompted by Mandelbrot
(1983), Gleick (1987) and for multifractals Barnsley (2006).
In the field at large, fractality was found both in e.g. ‘DNA
folding‘ (Grosberg et al., 1993) and in living systems listed by
Mandelbrot (1983), but cardinal players published a definitive
chapter (Peng, Buldyrev, Hausdorff, Havlin, Mietus, Stanley,
Golcberger., 1994) with the conclusion ‘recent work from our
laboratory concerning the application of fractals to two
apparently unrelated problems‟; DNA organization and beatto-beat heart rate variability (emphasis added, AJP). There
were plenty of findings that the genome was teaming with
‘repeats‘; first called ‘patterns‘ or ‘motifs‘ (see Rigoutsos and
Floratos 1998) and later in thorough studies both by Rigoutsos
et al. (2006), and schools of Lupski (2009), Redon (2009) and
Haverty et al. (2009) from ‘short motifs‘ (Rigoutsos‘
‘pyknons‘) to very large repeats of ‘Copy Number Variations‘
(CNV), consisting of hundreds of thousands of nucleotides
found in various numbers. The paper by Haverty et al. (2009)
potentially linked Copy Number Variations to genomic
syndromes including breast cancer, gastric cancer, oral
squamous
cell
carcinoma,
ovarian
cancer,
lung
adenocarcinoma, glioblastoma, resistance or susceptibility to
gastrointestinal nematodes, rectal cancer, follicular lymphoma,
thyroid carcinoma, Hodgkin-Reed-Sternberg syndrome,
autism, schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, Tourette syndrome,
developmental delay, thoracic aortic aneurysms, brain stem
glioma (later Psoriasis and a slew of auto-immune syndromes
like Lupus were also implicated; Cantsilieris et al. 2012).
With genomics on a moving ground and because of
its ‘double heresy‘ flying in the face of both ‘Central Dogma‘
and ‘Junk DNA‘ twin mistaken axioms, FractoGene was
elected to be safest (even if not best…) secured by filing its
utility to USPTO with priority date Aug. 1st, 2002 (2002,
Plotkin). In 2003 February, celebrating the 50th Anniversary
of the discovery of the ‘Double Helix‘ Pellionisz presented the
heretic concept with Drs. Watson, Venter, Collins and many
other leaders in an intensive 2-day small workshop. Doubts
over the ‘Junk DNA‘ dogma resulted upon Dr. Collins‘ return
to Washington, D.C. in the proposal to the Congress of
ENCODE international consortium, to probe into ‘Junk DNA‘
2003-2007.

Public Domain Fractal Rendering
of Heart Coronaries, Lung

FractoGene; seed-concept of
recursion in Pellionisz 1989,
USPTO priority Date Aug. 1st,
2002), 2005, 2008,
Cold Spring Harbor, 2009,
Springer Verlag 2012
February 15, 2012
Andras J. Pellionisz

Figure 1. (Slide projected in Hyderabad) FractoGene reversed
the overlooked ‘conclusion‘ with his ‘cause and effect‘ thesis;
as ‘Fractal DNA Governs Fractal Growth‘. FractoGene
(2002); the origin of the concept and utility of fractal DNA
governing growth of fractal organelles (like brain cells),
organs (like branchlets of heart, lung) resulting in U.S. Patent
8,280,641 issued October 2, 2012.
Having filed the permanent core-application of
FractoGene IP-group in 2003, it could be freely publicized
(Pellionisz 2003, Simons and Pellionisz 2006). Meanwhile,
the many labs partaking in the research signalled alarming
findings that ‘Junk DNA is anything but‘. Thus, Pellionisz
created the International Hologenomics Society with its
inaguration in 2006 to become the first organization to
officially abandon the misnomer (Pellionisz, 2006). While a
Science manuscript by 20+ founding members was rejected
without review (December, 2006), the wrap-up of ENCODE
was cut short and ended in June 2007 (instead of the planned
September). Program head Dr. Collins called for ‘The
community of scientist will have to rethink long-held beliefs‟
(ENCODE 2007, June 13).
Answering the call, the very definition of ‘gene‘ was
rejected in the same year (Snyder et al, 2007). ‘Thus, the stage
was set for the ENCODE project and the great complexity in
transcriptional and regulatory apparatus that it highlighted.
At this point, it is not clear what to do: In the extreme, we
could declare the concept of the gene dead and try to come up
with something completely new that fits all the data. However,
it would be hard to do this with consistency. Here, we made a
tentative attempt at a compromise, devising updates and
patches for the existing definition of a gene.‟ ‘Axioms‘ and
‘Compromise‘, however, are not compatible in science.
Ideally, sciences like physics, should not be patchwork-like,
but need to be mathematically constructed and at least
consistent and free of self-contradictions. Since obviously it
still was not timely to come forward with anything more than
a ‘compromise‘, certainly not with a definitive alternative
statement, FractoGene was amended by CIP Application to
USPTO (Pellionisz 2007).
While a period of uncertainty ruled for about a
decade between 2002-2012, finally on the 6th of September, a
hesitant bulk of scientists from 2007 till 2012, about 350 coauthors worldwide, had to come to essentially the same
conclusion in 2012 as in 2007 that 80 percent of formerly
‘Junk DNA‘ is actually ‘functional‘ (Birney et al. [~350]
2012).
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to any ‘functional neighbors‘ (even if serially far away in the 2
meter long DNA strand).
1.3 Research of Fractal Defects
While the scientific community agonized over basic
axioms of genomics profoundly challenged, active research
without any support had to wage battle on two fronts. First, in
academia, the task was to break the bottlenecks of old axioms.
This was accomplished by 2008 „The Principle of Recursive
Genome Function‖ (Pellionisz 2008, also in YouTube by
Pellionisz 2008). Second, stealth work proceeded to actually
mine fractal defects, shown internationally in Pellionisz
(2006). The process was greatly helped by Rigoutsos et al.
(2006) who re-defined repetitive motifs, so-called „pyknon‖-s
all over coding and non-coding sequences. Such small fractal
defects were found and presented in Cold Spring Harbor upon
invitation by George Church (Pellionisz 2009, September 16).
1.4 The Hilbert-Fractal
For reasons that Dr. Lander was handed over (by
AJP, 2007 Sept. in San Francisco) a dedicated copy of a not
yet published manuscript of PRGF, the contents of Erez
Edelman et al. (2009, October 9, 2009) that appeared with the
Hilbert-fractal on Science cover, brandishing the name of a
Science Advisor to the USA President, were a pleasant
surprise. In the article the slew of authors recite the roots of
fractal genome folding two decades earlier (Grosberg, 1993).
True, that the „Period of Uncertainty‖ after the first results of
the Human Genome Project was initially signalled by some
even proposing „hypothesis-free gene discovery‖ as early as
2000. However, since science abhors conceptual vacuum, it
was refreshing to see a Science Advisor to the US President
returning to mathematical hypotheses, specifically to fractals,
how Nature found her ways for efficient structure and function
to encrypt information, similarly how Schrödinger predicted.

1.2 The Principle of Recursive Genome Function
The battle had to be won on a timely basis, not by
rigid opposition, but actually replacing when appropriate the
twin cardinal but obsolete axioms that held back genomics
over half a Century; „Central Dogma‖ and „Junk DNA‖. As
shown in Fig. 2. below, inherently recursive algorithms such
as fractals, (see recursive Z=Z^2+C Mandelbrot set algorithm
1983, c.f. also in Fig. 11.3.2. in Rajan, 2003) simply could not
be performed based on the „arrow model, prohibiting
recursion‖. Thus, based on ample experimental evidence,
„The Principle of Recursive Genome Function‖ was put
forward (Pellionisz 2008, publicized by Pellionisz YouTube
2008).

Figure 2. The Principle of Recursive Genome Function, Fig. 4.
from Pellionisz (2008). PRGF breaks through the Double
Lock of central dogma and junk DNA barriers (shown in A by
triple lines) to yield PRGF (shown in B by checkered circle).
The background figures in both A and B are from the ‗Central
Dogma‘ that permits only a ‗forward growth‘ from DNA that
dead-ends in proteins. By removal of both the central dogma
that arbitrarily forbids information feedback from proteins to
DNA as well as disposing the ‗Junk DNA‘ conjecture that
claimed that (even if there was a path back to DNA), zero
information would be found in the ‗Junk DNA‘, a main
recursive path (PRGF, checkered circle and arrows) is not
only available in principle - but it is the principle of recursive
genome function.
For this author with decades in geometric
explanation of the neural networks of the cerebellum (where in
neuroscience the constant reverberation of e.g. parallel
sensory-motor signals is the rule, see Tensor Network Theory;
Pellionisz et al. 2013, and some of its reviews, Fiori 2008), it
was imperative to see not only novel recursive concepts to
prevail, but also the bottleneck to be broken. The significance
of geometric hypothesis leading to a new class of genomealgorithms opened up by PRGF did not escape the attention of
genome scientists at large (Shapshak et al. 2008, Chiappelli et
al. 2008, Cartieri 2009, Arneth 2010, Oller 2010, Schadt et al.
2010, Stagnaro 2011, Stagnaro and Caramel 2011 and a very
thorough reviews of PRGF in view of fractals by Perez (2010)
and in view of genomic repeats by Fedorov and Fedorova
(2011). Those many thousands who downloaded the peerreviewed science paper but skipped citing it de facto entered a
plea of nolo contendere – and perhaps an expression of their
motifs. Those with mathematical/engineering training noted
that for the RNA system to work fast enough (proposed „as a
genomic cerebellum‖ with parallel interference in recursion of
covariant and contravariant functors, Pellionisz et al. 2013) it
is essential (see below ‘Hilbert curve‘), that both for RNA
and protein signalling can recurse from any point of the DNA

3D Hilbert-curve (“fractals” go back to Euler!) is
a) Ultra dense (fold 2m DNA into 6 micron nucleus)
b) Knot-free (for unhindered “pervasive transcription”)
c) “See through” (for maximal functional closeness of
linearly remote fragmented genomic regions)

Dr. Eric Schadt, CSO, Pacific BioSciences: “Of most interest to me are Andras
Pellionisz’ ideas around the fractal nature of genomes and how disruptions in such
structure may drive phenotypic variation…The detection of these structures and
subsequent determination of their association with disease are computationally
intense problems. If something like this were shown to be true (disruptions in the
fractal structures lead to phenotypic change), it would be truly revolutionary
[2011].

Figure 3. (Slide projected in Hyderabad). Fractal approach
adopted by Science Adviser to the US President (Eric Lander);
invoking Hilbert and Grossberg for fractal folding of the
DNA. Dr. Schadt (now Director of the Mount Sinai Center for
Genomics and Multi-Scale Biology) predicted that a
revolutionary paradigm-shift will occur upon experimental
Proof of Concept (2011).
Mathematically, the Hilbert-curve is widely known
as an inherently recursive L-string (Lindenmayer) fractal,
similarly to the other ‘one liner re-write code‘ as Z=Z^2+C of
the Mandelbrot Set. The Hilbert-fractal as an L-string is:
lsystem Hilbert3D
{
set iterations = 3;
set symbols axiom = X;
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interpret F as DrawForward (10);
interpret + as Yaw (90);
interpret - as Yaw (-90);
interpret ^ as Pitch (90);
interpret & as Pitch (-90);
interpret > as Roll (90);
interpret < as Roll (-90);
rewrite X to ^ < X F ^ < X F X – F ^ > > X F X & F + > > X F
X – F > X - >;
}
What makes the Hilbert-curve special is, (in 1891 the name
‘fractal‘ had not been around, ‘fractal‘ was coined by
Mandelbrot in 1975) the following triad. First, it is ‘ultra
dense‘ with fractal dimension 3.0 if the recursive iteration is
infinite; such that the DNA-strand fits snuggly into the cell
nucleus. Second, the folding is ‘knot-free‘ enabling
uninterrupted transcription. Third, the ill-understood
importance of its ‘transparency‘ (visibly obvious when the 3D
Hilbert-fractal is rotated, see e.g. on http://www.
hologenomics.com news header) is perhaps the most
challenging to appreciate.

results in a defect of pristine fractal). Likewise, in the Lsystem of re-writing, additions/deletions may distort the
transparent fractal structure, causing derailment of recursive
genome function and thus syndromes of pathology.

2

Turning point 2012 – a Decade after the
Human Genome Project

2.1 An Avalanche of ’Proof of Concept’ of Fractal Defects
Three simultaneous developments made 2012 into a
turning-point in genomics, one decade after the Human
Genome Project. First, while the ENCODE leader declared as
early as in 2007 that ‗the scientific community has to re-think
long-held beliefs‘ (2007 ENCODE), it took a hesitant bulk of
350 leading scientists over the world to finally close the
chapter of void of valid concepts; (2012 ENCODE). Second,
the Hilbert-fractal invoked (Erez-Lieberman-Aiden et al.,
2009) reduced the complexity into the very lucid question how
a 2 meter long DNA can fold tightly into a nucleus of a cell
with a diameter of 6 microns, without knots to enable
transcription. Obviously, if defects of fractal folding would be
found, it would serve as the critically needed ‗Proof of
Concept‘ that fractal defects are directly linked to pathology of
hereditary syndromes. Third, issuance of FractoGene patent
(Pellionisz, 2012 Oct. 2) paved the way to facing the historical
translation-point when after an era of ‘R&D genomics‘
geopolitical forces of the global economy and health-care
demand ‘Genome-based clinical applications‘.

Figure 4. (Slide projected in Hyderabad). Visualization of
Fractal Defects such as CNV-s disrupting the pristine
fractality of the genome. See Cover Picture to symbolize the
interpretation.
Transparency of the Hilbert-fractal enables
functional closeness of any part of the strand. This is essential
for parallel recursive access, e.g. by RNA for rapid recursive
genome function – not having to snail along a serial DNA
helix. Herein lies the functional potential – and the potential
defect of the function! As long as the fractal is intact, the
pristine and crystal-like structure can work flawlessly. When
huge ‘copy number alteration‘ occurs, throwing a monkeywrench into the delicately transparent fractal structure, it gets
functionally clogged.
‘Copy Number Variations‘ were first thought to be
reflecting mainly ‘human diversity‘ (Lupski et al, 2009),
though at the same time the distinct possibility also emerged
that CNV-s (when changed, called Copy Number Alterations,
CNA) may be linked to pathology. Which possibility? Clearly,
the ‘Holy Grail‘ of interpretation of genome structure and
function rests on our ability to parse ‘parametric structural
variants‘ (such as the ‘C‘ constant in Mandelbrot Set, that can
freely change without causing a fractal defect), from ‘syntax
structural variants‘ (such as the exponent 2, where any change

Figure 5. (Slide projected in Hyderabad). First independent
experimental Proof of Concept that fractal defects such as
Copy Number Variations are implicated in cancer. It was
correctly predicted that the first PoC were to be followed by at
least half a dozen further independent experimental
verifications within about half a year. Top science papers
surpassed expectation, CNV-s were linked to a slew of major
genomic syndromes, not only to cancer.
At the lecture-tour Pellionisz made a prediction
based on the ease of detecting CNV-s as one of the largest
structural variants (both by microarray technology described
in detail in Yousif et al. 2012 or full DNA sequencing-analysis
described in detail in Berger et al. 2011 – a paper that
appeared just a few days into the Guest of Honor Conference
tour, with co-author Lander).
The prediction was that within half a year or so, there will be
at least half a dozen „Independent Experimental Proof of
Concept‟ papers, linking CNV-s that clog the Hilbert-fractal,
to hereditary diseases, most particularly to cancer(s).
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The prediction appears to have been more than right.
First, while due to the triple landmarks in 2012 (a) Proof of
Concepts, (b) ENCODE announcement and (c) FractoGene
patent this proceedings is submitted not half a year but 9
months after the meeting – but the number Proof of Concept
studies amount not to ―half a dozen‖ but at least two dozen, as
shown in the explicit and implied References. Significantly, a
technique of CNV-analysis (mostly, pathways) used by
Ingenuity Systems (see Haverty et al. 2009) that linked years
ago CNV to a large array of cancers, autism, schizophrenia,
bipolar disorder (etc). Further, Ingenuity Systems lists a
bibliography of at least 39 CNV-references http://www.
ingenuity.com/library/pdf/bibliography.pdf. References may
be grouped, along a timeline of rapid acceleration from 2011
to today, in several ways. While CNV studies are listed largely
in a chronological order, as is apparent most attention is
devoted to Copy Number Alterations in various cancers;
cancer in general (Subhauyoti, 2011, Yudong Li, 2012,
Nijhawan, 2012, Kumar, 2012, De Voer, 2012), prostate
cancer (Berger, 2011, Grasso et al, 2012, Pearlman et al, 2012,
Guoping Ren, 2012, Ledet, 2012), breast cancer (Krepischi et
al., 2012, Podhala et al, 2012, Shaoxi Liao 2012, Seung-Hyun
Jung, 2012, Cancer Genome Atlas, 2012), lung cancer (JeongSun Seo et al, 2012, Cancer Genome Atlas, 2012, Isaksson et
al., 2012, Staaf et al., 2012), colorectal cancer (Cancer
Genome Atlas, 2012, Kikuchi, 2012, ), testicular cancer
(Stadler et al., 2012), ovarian cancer (Fridley, 2012, YunJu
Huang, 2012, ), pancreatic cancer (Al-Sukhni, 2012, Biankin
et al.,)
2.2 Scientific Interpretation of Large Fractal Defects –
Copy Number Variations
A particularly interesting topic from the perspective
of this paper is the apparently undetermined relation by the
independent experimental studies in Academia to either the
fractality of genome (with CNV-s) and/or also to the fractality
of genome/tumor.
Authors Nakahara et al., (2004) claim priority of
their preliminary fractal analysis of early (array-based) CNV
findings to be relevant to fractality of DNA sequences in
possible relation to prognostic survival-information about
glioblastoma patients. The issue of ‗CNV interpretation‘ blew
wide open by 2009, to raise the dilemma if major thus easily
detectable
‗structural
variants‘
(technically
never
mathematically defined CNV-s) are the genomic base of
‗human diversity‘ (that appeared to be the preferred option by
the Lupski school; ‗Copy number variation (CNV) is a source
of genetic diversity in humans‟ (Lupski et al. 2009,
Chakrabarthy et al. 2012) – or, as clearly expressed by the
Redon school (also adopted by schools hallmarked by
Gerstein, Snyder with a broad consensus from 26 leading
academic institutions, see Mills et al., 2011), the role of CNVs is ambiguous; ‗CNV regions contained hundreds of genes,
disease loci, functional elements and segmental duplications.
Strikingly, these CNVs encompassed more nucleotide content
per genome than SNPs, underscoring the importance of CNV
in genetic diversity and evolution. The data obtained delineate
linkage disequilibrium patterns for many CNVs, and reveal
dramatic variation in copy number among populations. We
also demonstrate the utility of this resource for genetic disease
studies. (Redon et al., 2009). Genomic structural variants
(SVs) are abundant in humans, differing from other variation
classes in extent, origin, and functional impact‘. (Mills et al.,

2011). Significantly, the Genentech School (Haverty et al,
2009) leaned already in 2009 towards a definite statement as a
result of their research concerning ovarian tumors that ‗These
analyses provide detailed views of ovarian cancer genomic
changes and highlight the benefits of using multiple reference
sample types for the evaluation of CNA-specific expression
changes‟ (Haverty et al,. 2009).

Figure 6. (From Press Release of Pellionisz‘ parent-patent of
FractoGene group issued by Oct. 2nd, 2012). Power of fractal
algorithms both to separate harmless parametric diversity of
individual genomes from syntax problems. „C‖ is a constant
that may influence e.g. the size, but not the fractality, whereas
any defect that disrupts the syntax of the fractal structure
and/or function directly leads to result in gross fractal growths
such as cancer. Figure is from Hyderabad presentation and
FractoGene patent issue Press Release http://www.
prweb.com/releases/2012/10/prweb9962472.htm
In short, the thesis of FractoGene is, that a ‗fractal
approach‘ will become instrumental (see Fig. 6 above) in the
interpretation, by parsing diversity/pathology role(s) of largely
undefined ―CNV-s‖. CNV-s as very large, thus relatively easy
to detect ―repeats‖ need to be focused not separately on
themselves, but in the context of the vast array of ―repeats‖;
often small snippets, from SNP-s to amounting to dozen(s) of
nucleotides. In order to explore how such software-enabling
―industrialized genomics‖ could lead to global and scalable
business models (comparable to Merck Beijing in strategic
alliance with BGI in China to sequencing, analytics and
clinical trials outsourced to BRIC countries (c.f. Krepischi et
al., 2012, Petoukhov 2011, Chakrabarthy et al. 2012, Guopin
Ren et al., 2012) with the additional advantage to economy
that the outdated mandate of USA regulators (with legislatory
basis going back to 1906, but has reached a singularity when
the pace of legal updates became slower than the pace of
progress in industrial medicine) will not unduly hinder
progress towards a ‗disruptive USA health care with
personalized medicine‟ (Christensen et al., 2008, Collins 2010,
Topol 2012).
The fractal approach is already definitely not foreign
to the large body of evidence at large, and referenced herein.
While the early Nakahara et al. (2004) inroads attempted even
to relate found genomic fractals to real numbers such as
‗survival‘ with tumors, the Hilbert-fractal (Grosberg et al.,
1993, Erez Lieberman-Aden et al. 2009) and their subsequent
linkage to disruption of the ‗fractal globule‘-folding of DNA
into the nucleus, likely to be in a cause-and-effect relationship
with genomic syndromes was explicitly referred to in
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Fudenberg et al. (2011, see Fig. 5 above; “we compare SCNA
maps and three-dimensional genome architecture as
determined by genome-wide chromosome conformation
capture (HiC) and described by the proposed fractal-globule
model. This analysis suggests that the distribution of
chromosomal alterations in cancer is spatially related to
three-dimensional genomic architecture and that purifying
selection, as well as positive selection, influences SCNAs
during somatic evolution of cancer cells”. In fact, the
Fudenberg et al. (2011) paper shown in Hyderabad (not
including Lander) was preceded by Berger et al. (2011,
including as co-author Lander) floating the possibility that
“chains of breakpoints might reflect the clustering of active
and inactive chromatin within the recently demonstrated
fractal globule structure of nuclear architecture”. A similar
fractal conclusion is advocated by Podlaha et al, 2012.
A presently ambiguous stance may be reflected by
the study led by Rickman et al., (2012 June 05, ―Edited by
Eric S. Lander‖) reporting oncogene-mediated alterations in
chromatin conformation. Consistently with the principle of
recursive genome function, the body of article addresses
chromatin modulation – with either CNV-s or fractals
unmentioned. However, in the ―Supplementary Information‖
the article clearly invokes that “Interaction data support the
fractal globule model of nuclear organization”.
A particularly interesting study is by DiGiovanni et
al (2012) that provides ―the other side of the coin‖, measuring
the physical fractality of breast cancer, as altered by
chemotherapy. ―The results showed a significant association
between fractal measurements and tumour characteristics
“The fractal dimension was associated with receptor status
(ER and PR) and the fractal fit was associated with response
to chemotherapy, measured using a validated pathological
response scale, tumour grade and size”.
With both genomic repeats (CNV-s, impacting on
genomic fractality) in case of e.g. breast cancer, and the
physical breast cancer fractality also measured in academia, as
documented in this paper commemorating the year of 2012, it
is a matter of (short) time when industrialized solutions
addressing the connected both sides of the coin appear in
clinical studies; with sequencing and analyzing the fractality
of the genome e.g. at phases of cancer and other genome
regulation syndromes, particularly how (if) it responds to
comparable chemotherapies, as well as the resulting fractality
of physical manifestations are first statistically and second
probabilistically correlated, initially in clinical trials leading to
personalized therapy up to cure.

multiplying, weeding) of ―genes‖ when they were found
already in 2007 ―distributed‖ and ―regulation dispersed‖ with
the conclusion that “Clearly, the classical concept of
the gene as „a locus‟ no longer applies”?
Since science abhors vacuum and the industry needs
recursive algorithms, the ―fractal approach‖ may help.
FractoGene 8,280,641 (Pellionisz, Oct. 2nd, 2012) declares the
method to analyze and interpret information inherent in
hereditary material in terms of fractal sets, in relation with
resulting fractal structures and fractal functions of said
organisms, such that the fractal sets are defined as a
superposition over iterations of a fractal template.
3.2 Outlining an Emerging Industry
A „Pilot Test‖ was initiated in the Spring of 2012, in
order to verify if there is no unsurmountable threshold to enter
ongoing or planned CNV studies towards clinical purposes.
The proposed industrialization, in the form of a global and
scalable business model eventually calls for a full-fledged
workflow of (a) an IT-driven Pharma, (b) Sequencing facility,
(c) IT analytics of sequences (d) checking results by Clinical
trials, (e) to provide, back to Pharma, drug-development
directions (e.g. for ‘drug-targetable CNV-s‘, see CNV-studies
of colorectal cancer by The Cancer Genome Atlas Network,
2012, July 19).
To be sure that a basic workflow is feasible for CNV
analysis of human genome, calling for – but not performing full fractal analysis, by no more than a single university
student prior to her graduation (V.F.), using a standard laptop
with dial-up in a challenged computing environment, such as
semi-rural India.
The answer by a summer tele-internship is a
qualified „yes‖ (with results of a Copy Number Variation
study of “cancerous versus normal genomes” to be published
elsewhere by Vrushali Fangal and Andras Pellionisz).
With genomics translated from R&D to (part of
Health Care) Industry, there are major difficulties, as well as
opportunities ahead. In established industries such as
information technology, pharma, even health-care equipment
(think of signal and image processing, Rajan 2003), the era of
―free intellectual property‖ might change, yielding to
accommodating long-ranging investment and business rules.
Just as a Springer Textbook chapter that provided a
geometric unification of neuroscience and genomics
(Pellionisz et al, 2013) had to split ―public domain‖ and
―proprietary‖ methodologies, already established sectors of
―Industrialized Genomics‖, most particularly ―Sequencing
Industry‖ is teaming with proprietary solutions. Most of these
are protected by patents, trade.
Secrets and know-how that comprise too much
work, often less than fully compensated, than to be freely
given away. Readers of this paper might tend to be engineers,
who are comforted by their experience that protected
intellectual property attracts investments, that help industry to
focus resources to develop cheapest and best solutions to realworld problems.
This might be particularly true to in a disruptive
global environment to scale solutions for regions, countries
and even (sub)continents that embrace ―genome informatics‖ as winners that embraced ―digital‖ a generation ago, re-read
Juan Enriquez (2001) predicting ―how the future catches you‖
a decade ago.

3. Clinical Applications
3.1 ENCODE 2012 – Science Abhors Vacuum, Industry
Needs Software-Enabling Algorithms
In the paper a case was made that a half-a-Century
chapter of ―genome R&D based on obsolete axioms‖ finally
surrendered on this 5th of September (ENCODE 2012). If
basic axioms, not only the misnomer ―Junk DNA‖, but even a
single traditionally accepted definition of ―gene‖ turned out to
be not true, already by the first ―termination‖ of ENCODE
(see Gerstein et al., 2007), can mega-billion dollar healthcare,
including cancer therapy up to cure, remain to be based on a
―patchwork‖ of ―pathways‖ of multi-gene regulation, charted
to mind-boggling complexity? Can we base our understanding
of ―functional role‖ of CNV-s as merging (or splitting,
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Figure 7. (Slide projected in Hyderabad). Global and scalable
business model of industrialization of genomics towards
clinical applications such as cancer. The business entails DNA
Sequencing, IT-analytics of sequences, Genome-guided
pharma development as well as genome-guided pharma
clinical trials. A leading example is the Chinese global
scalable business model wherein a strategic business
cooperation is eminently successful between Beijing Genome
Institute (BGI) for the first two tasks, while Merck (Beijing
branch) dovetails with the pharma and clinical trial. A key to
success is the global competitive advantage of outsourcing; in
order to ensure unbeatable economical advantages.
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expert in Genome Informatics, Andras Pellionisz is a crossdisciplinary scientist and technologist. With Ph.D.‘s in
Computer Engineering, Biology and Physics, he has 45 years
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of experience in Informatics of
Neural and Genomic Systems
spanning Academia, Govt. and
Silicon Valley Industry. Dr.
Pellionisz played a leading role
in the paradigm shift from
Artificial Intelligence to Neural
Nets,
including
the
establishment
of
the
International Neural Network
Society. Today, his work is
foundational to Holo Genomics,
the integration of 100+ years of
Genetics with 60+ years of Epigenetics. In 2005, he combined
interdisciplinary communities of Genomics and Information
Technology when he established the International
HoloGenomics Society (IHGS). Pellionisz founded
HolGenTech, Inc. as a Genome Analytics company to
leverage defense-validated high-performance hybrid computer
hardware with a novel, fractal algorithm-based approach for
genome analysis and recommendation. Based on sound
genome informatics, his work sets forth new mathematical
principles for proceeding soundly with full exploration of the
whole genome. Dr. Pellionisz‘ fractal approach to genome
function is now corroborated by recently published findings
about the fractal folding of DNA structure by Presidential
Science Adviser Eric Lander. Dr. Pellionisz put forth the first
theory of full genome (hologenome) recursive fractal iterative
function, as the mathematical basis of genome regulation,
presenting in Cold Spring Harbor Labs, 2009. He correctly
predicted that genome regulation includes recursion in 1989.

Another landmark was the publication by Eric Lander et al. in
the Oct. 9, 2009 of Science, featuring the Hilbert-fractal of a
genome on the cover. ―A protracted period of examination
was costly and occasionally painful, but the issue could not be
better timed for deployment,‖ said Pellionisz. He was
delighted that legal recognition arrived via an ―Issue
Notification,‖ dated September 12, 2012. It was a heady time.
The notice came less than a week after the release of 30+
papers from ENCODE on September 6th, 2012 — again
concluding that ―Junk DNA‖ was a myth.
Progress accelerated in 2008, when Pellionisz
disseminated his new approach in a peer-reviewed publication
on ―The Principle of Recursive Genome Function.‖
He was also the guest speaker that year for a
Google Tech Talk entitled ―Is IT Ready for the Dreaded DNA
Data Deluge?‖ As the old school of thought has finally come
to an end, a new program based on recursive fractal iteration
can proceed at full steam.
Pellionisz was also decorated in Hyderabad, India
on the anniversary of the first decade of the ―eureka moment
of FractoGene‖ on February 15, 2012. There he announced
the first independent experimental proof of concept, showing
that fractal defects are implicated in cancer. He also
accurately predicted that within six months about half a dozen
further confirmations were likely to appear.
―Dr. Andras Pellionisz‘s openness to involving the
subcontinent in a global transformation of genome
informatics for his fair share lends a remarkable opportunity
to India,‖ stated Prof. Ethirajan Rajan, Director of the
Pentagram Institute, who invited Pellionisz to a Three-State
Guest of Honor Keynote Speech and lecture tour. Prof. Rajan
writes: The Big Picture that Pellionisz is promoting for India
lends a special opportunity for Bharat to catch up to China,
where the Beijing Genome Institute (BGI) in Shanzhen
pursues genomic syndromes in a strategic relationship with
Merck Beijing, with sequencing, analytics and clinical trials
pursued abroad by the USA to optimize economic feasibility
by outsourcing.
Prof. Rajan‘s comments are timely, given that BGI
tendered an offer to acquire Complete Genomics at a
depressed price once it sustained a $520 million loss of
valuation due to the predicted ―Dreaded DNA Data Deluge.‖
Pharma expert Dr. Karoly Nikolich quoted Ernst & Young in
their 2009 Churchill Club YouTube video, ―With time a
Microsoft or Google type IT will acquire – or build – an ITled pharma.‖
The algorithmic approach to fractal recursive
genome function appears to be perfectly timed, given the
recently announced $3 billion ―moon shot‖ cancer program of
M.D. Anderson. Underscoring the vital importance of his
invention, Pellionisz points to the hundreds of millions of
people gravely suffering from genome regulation syndromes
amidst global economic hardship. Pellionisz is delighted to be
among those who have lived to witness their scientific
paradigm-shift come to pass and bear fruit in practical
applications.
Dr. Pellionisz can be reached at holgentech [at]
gmail [dot] com
~ Brian Flanagan
science writer
wordsmyth1 [at] gmail [dot] com
319-621-0416
Visit web site http://www.prweb.com/releases/2012/10
/prweb 9962472.htm for details

Saturday, November 3, 2012
US Patent Office Issues FractoGene Patent to HolGenTech
Founder Pellionisz HolGenTech Inc., a pioneer in genome
interpretation, announces that the USPTO issued patent No.
8,280,641 for a ―Utility of Genomic Fractals Resulting in
Fractals of Organisms‖ to founder Dr. Andras Pellionisz.
‗With time a Microsoft or Google type IT will acquire – or
build – an IT-led pharma.
Sunnyvale, CA (PRWEB) October 02, 2012
US Patent Office Issues FractoGene Patent 8,280,641
Recognizes breakthrough research; validates business model.
This method and system is critical to the application of
industrial genomics in clinical settings, most especially in the
fight against cancer. The computation of genomic fractal
defects can parse individual diversity from pathology, and thus
represents a quantum leap in early diagnosis, personal therapy,
and genome-based drug development. Pursuant to decades of
research in applying mathematics to neuroscience and
genomics, Pellionisz, who has three doctoral degrees, submitted
his provisional application on August 1st, 2002. Recognition by
the US government may well have been delayed due to its
cross-disciplinary nature. The greatest hurdle was most likely
the required paradigm shift — moving from the ―Junk DNA‖
model to a fractal iterative recursion paradigm, which was
initially perceived by many as a ―lucid heresy.‖ The status quo
began to give way a few years ago, beginning with the results
from the ENCODE Project, when in 2007 its leader Francis
Collins urged the scientific community to ―re-think long held
fundamentals.‖ Such progress was made in Pellionisz‘s
presentation at George Church‘s meeting in Cold Spring
Harbor, Sept. 16, 2009.
Continued ….
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US Patent Office Issues FractoGene Patent to HolGenTech Founder Pellionisz
HolGenTech Inc., a pioneer in genome interpretation, announces that the USPTO issued patent
No. 8,280,641 for a “Utility of Genomic Fractals Resulting in Fractals of Organisms” to
founder Dr. Andras Pellionisz.
Sunnyvale, CA (PRWEB) October 02, 2012 -- US Patent Office Issues FractoGene Patent 8,280,641
Recognizes breakthrough research; validates business model.
This method and system is critical to the application of industrial genomics in clinical settings, most especially
in the fight against cancer. The computation of genomic fractal defects can parse individual diversity from
pathology, and thus represents a quantum leap in early diagnosis, personal therapy, and genome-based drug
development.
Pursuant to decades of research in applying mathematics to neuroscience and genomics, Pellionisz, who has
three doctoral degrees, submitted his provisional application on August 1st, 2002. Recognition by the US
government may well have been delayed due to its cross-disciplinary nature. The greatest hurdle was most
likely the required paradigm shift — moving from the “Junk DNA” model to a fractal iterative recursion
paradigm, which was initially perceived by many as a “lucid heresy.”
The status quo began to give way a few years ago, beginning with the results from the ENCODE Project, when
in 2007 its leader Francis Collins urged the scientific community to “re-think long held fundamentals.” Such
progress was made in Pellionisz’s presentation at George Church’s meeting in Cold Spring Harbor, Sept. 16,
2009. Another landmark was the publication by Eric Lander et al. in the Oct. 9, 2009 of Science, featuring the
Hilbert-fractal of a genome on the cover.
“A protracted period of examination was costly and occasionally painful, but the issue could not be better timed
for deployment,” said Pellionisz. He was delighted that legal recognition arrived via an “Issue Notification,”
dated September 12, 2012. It was a heady time. The notice came less than a week after the release of 30+
papers from ENCODE on September 6th, 2012 — again concluding that “Junk DNA” was a myth.
Progress accelerated in 2008, when Pellionisz disseminated his new approach in a peer-reviewed publication on
“The Principle of Recursive Genome Function.” He was also the guest speaker that year for a Google Tech
Talk entitled “Is IT Ready for the Dreaded DNA Data Deluge?”
As the old school of thought has finally come to an end, a new program based on recursive fractal iteration can
proceed at full steam.
Pellionisz was also decorated in Hyderabad, India on the anniversary of the first decade of the “eureka moment
of FractoGene” on February 15, 2012. There he announced the first independent experimental proof of concept,
showing that fractal defects are implicated in cancer. He also accurately predicted that within six months about
half a dozen further confirmations were likely to appear.
“Dr. Andras Pellionisz’s openness to involving the subcontinent in a global transformation of genome
informatics for his fair share lends a remarkable opportunity to India,” stated Prof. Erithrean Rajan, Director of
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the Pentagram Institute, who invited Pellionisz to a Three-State Guest of Honor Keynote Speech and lecture
tour. Prof. Rajan writes:
The Big Picture that Pellionisz is promoting for India lends a special opportunity for Bharat to catch up to
China, where the Beijing Genome Institute (BGI) in Shanzhen pursues genomic syndromes in a strategic
relationship with Merck Beijing, with sequencing, analytics and clinical trials pursued abroad by the USA to
optimize economic feasibility by outsourcing.
Prof. Rajan’s comments are timely, given that BGI tendered an offer to acquire Complete Genomics at a
depressed price once it sustained a $520 million loss of valuation due to the predicted “Dreaded DNA Data
Deluge.” Pharma expert Dr. Karoly Nikolich quoted Ernst & Young in their 2009 Churchill Club YouTube
video, “With time a Microsoft or Google type IT will acquire – or build – an IT-led pharma.”
The algorithmic approach to fractal recursive genome function appears to be perfectly timed, given the recently
announced $3 billion “moon shot” cancer program of M.D. Anderson. Underscoring the vital importance of his
invention, Pellionisz points to the hundreds of millions of people gravely suffering from genome regulation
syndromes amidst global economic hardship.
Pellionisz is delighted to be among those who have lived to witness their scientific paradigm-shift come to pass
and bear fruit in practical applications.
Dr. Pellionisz can be reached at holgentech [at] gmail [dot] com
~ Brian Flanagan, science writer
wordsmyth1 [at] gmail [dot] com
319-621-0416
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Contact Information
Andras Pellionisz
4088917187
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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